Counter-insurgency warfare in the 21st century has morphed from an attrition focus to an explicit, concentrated attempt to capture the support of the general population of the host country. The principal efforts by coalition forces in both Iraq and Afghanistan, for example, are concerned with nation building, infrastructure development and enhancement, reinforcing the effectiveness of national military and police forces to improve population security, and motivating the host population with health, educational and jobs programs. Attrition-oriented activities are more or less restricted to the insurgency leadership. The insurgents, on the other hand, concentrate on terrorizing elements of the population who cooperate with the coalition, producing a steady (albeit small) stream of coalition casualties, and competing for the allegiance of the locals with material subsidies. Since neither side is attempting to reduce the opposition force by attrition, the conflict becomes one of endurance. It is a struggle pitting the allegiance of the host people against the patience of the underlying coalition force domestic population.
• coalition forces of several countries with joint commands;
• coalition intelligence and analysis units; • coalition propaganda instruments;
• military forces and police of the host nation;
• cultural infrastructure and host governmental bureaucracy;
• in-country NGOs;
• one or more insurgent groups;
• cross-border interactions with external support elements; • independent news media;
• criminals and profiteering speculators.
In this Special Issue, we have papers dealing with several of these complexities. One paper treats insurgent behavior using massively parallel gaming techniques, another involves an interactive experiment to train and evaluate doctrine for a counter-insurgency environment, and a third analyzes critical elements of terrorist networks. Finally, there is a quantitative simulation of explosion effectiveness in civil settings. Additional special editions dealing with counter-insurgency/irregular warfare are planned. 
